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Why Sogea?

The ability to inspire and move

Sogea Technology is about moving a
customer and their mission forward.
Sogea is focused on the customer and
their end objectives. Sogea listens to
customer concerns, analyzes the
opportunities, works with the customer
to implement an efficient solution, and

stays with the customer to ensure a
smooth implementation. Sogea
accomplishes the mission by building
and retaining a talented & professional
team. Our real world experience in
information technology and project
management means that Sogea

CUSTOMER

Technology is the right partner for any
organization that is ready to move
forward!

SKILLS

Over 15 years of combined experience with the current
government organization focused exclusively on information
technology development activities.

Team members bring a deep functional and technical
understanding of a customized COTS product that has been
integrated with numerous projects.

Highly regarded by current government organization, which
have resulted in numerous citations and recommendations to
lead or develop solutions for multiple projects.

Experience in business process analysis, Agile and Waterfall
methodologies have been effectively used to find the right
combination of business, technology, and security solutions.

Have a reputation for accepting the most challenging
assignments and following them through to completion to
include hazardous locations.

Hands on experience developing COTS customizations that
meet customer requirements as well as integrations with
enterprise databases and multiple external systems.

Serve as the trusted advisor for any and all things related to
asset and inventory management (a business growth area).

Deployments to hazardous locations and have retained the
tactical certifications needed to support ongoing initiatives.

Biometric experience to include system analysis, data
aggregation, inter-agency teaming, and war zone user visits.

Systems engineering, integration, custom software
development, and project management experience using the
latest tools and technologies.

An extensive professional network of former and current
coworkers and client staff means there are many
opportunities for Sogea to grow and build strong
partnerships.

Sogea personnel have experience coordinating with security,
network, and logistics organizations across the globe. Sogea
staff has been key team members on numerous TDYs to
customer sites in order to develop an intimate understanding
of enterprise requirements.

